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Lowcountry Boondoggle Jan 25 2022 Private investigators Liz Talbot and Nate Andrews thought they'd put Darius Baker's troubles to restthen his recently discovered son ropes him into a hemp farm investment with his college buddies. When a beloved Charleston professor-and
potential investor-is murdered, Liz and Nate discover Darius keeps the PIs on speed dial. A shocking number of people had reasons to want
the genteel, bowtie wearing, tea-drinking professor dead. Was it one of his many girlfriends or a disgruntled student? Or perhaps Murray was
killed because his failure to invest meant the hemp farm trio's dreams were going up in smoke?Though Liz's long-dead best friend, Colleen,
warns her the stakes are far higher than Liz imagines, she is hellbent on finding the no-good killer among the bevy of suspects. But will the
price of justice be more than Liz can bear?Take a virtual vacation to Charleston in Susan M. Boyer's latest Southern charmer, Lowcountry
Boondoggle. It's a trip you don't want to miss.- - - - - - - - - - - - -LOWCOUNTRY BOONDOGGLE by Susan M. Boyer | A Henery Press
Mystery. If you like one, you'll probably like them all.
Lowcountry Bonfire Mar 27 2022 Private investigators Liz Talbot and Nate Andrews have worked their share of domesic cases. So when
Tammy Sue Lyerly hires them to find out what her husband is hiding, they expect to find something looney but harmless. After all, this is the
guy who claims to have been a DEA agent, a champion bull rider, and a NASCAR driver. But when he turns up dead the morning after Liz
and Nate deliver incriminating photos, Tammy Sue becomes the prime suspect. Questioning the truth of Zeke Lyerly's tall-tales, Liza and Nate
race to uncover small town scandals, long buried secrets, and the victim's tumultuous past to keep Tammy Sue out of jail and that case from
going up in flames.
A Darker God Oct 22 2021 Award-winning author Barbara Cleverly returns with this spellbinding new mystery featuring aspiring
archaeologist Laetitia Talbot. In Athens in 1928, Letty begins a perilous race to unearth a plot steeped in betrayal, seething with retribution,
and about to explode in a wave of lethal violence. In the open-air theatre of the dark god Dionysos, Letty watches a performance of an ancient
Greek tragedy. But the revenge that is exacted onstage, the dagger that is wielded, and the blood that flows in full view of the audience are not
theatrical effects. As Letty digs for clues, she unearths disturbing secrets and dark animosities with catastrophic implications worthy of a
Sophocles—but of far more recent vintage. Now, as a killer cuts a merciless swath across a country in the throes of political instability, Letty
herself steps unawares into the murderer’s savage spotlight—a light so bright she may not be able to see the dark figure behind it until it’s too
late.
Among the Hidden Mar 15 2021 In a future where the Population Police enforce the law limiting a family to only two children, Luke, an illegal
third child, has lived all his twelve years in isolation and fear on his family's farm in this start to the Shadow Children series from Margaret
Peterson Haddix. Luke has never been to school. He's never had a birthday party, or gone to a friend's house for an overnight. In fact, Luke has
never had a friend. Luke is one of the shadow children, a third child forbidden by the Population Police. He's lived his entire life in hiding, and
now, with a new housing development replacing the woods next to his family's farm, he is no longer even allowed to go outside. Then, one day
Luke sees a girl's face in the window of a house where he knows two other children already live. Finally, he's met a shadow child like himself.
Jen is willing to risk everything to come out of the shadows—does Luke dare to become involved in her dangerous plan? Can he afford not to?
Unexpected Marriage Apr 15 2021 Unexpected Marriage by Anna Adams released on Oct 25, 2001 is available now for purchase.
Devils Desk Mar 03 2020 Katmai National Park: 7,000 square miles of rugged, isolated wilderness in southern Alaska. Vast stretches of
frozen tundra, deep ancient forests, and impassable ravines ruled by the massive volcanic God, Devils Desk. Despite the vigorous protests of
Michael, the Talbots and the Tynes head to the park for a much-needed vacation away from it all. The adventure begins with deluxe cabins,
mind-blowing scenery, and a cast of suspiciously odd characters, including a few old friends they’ve never met. But the idyllic surroundings
quickly devolve into a hellscape as a mutilated body is discovered, the earth breaks apart around them, the worst storm in history moves
in….and a terrifying race of flesh devouring monsters hunts down the desperate, forsaken group. Yep. They should have gone to Vegas.
The Tomb of Zeus Sep 20 2021 With the same flawless storytelling that earned her the CWA Historical Dagger Award, Barbara Cleverly
delivers a dazzling new novel. Sweeping us to the exotic island of Crete in 1928, Cleverly introduces a marvelous new heroine: whip-smart
and spirited Laetitia Talbot, an aspiring archaeologist with a passion for adventure–and for the mysteries that only the keenest eyes can see.
Born into a background of British privilege, Laetitia Talbot has been raised to believe there is no field in which she may not excel. She has
chosen a career in the male-dominated world of archaeology, but she approaches her first assignment in Crete the only way she knows
how–with dash and enthusiasm. Until she enters the Villa Europa, where something is clearly utterly amiss… Her host, a charismatic
archaeologist, is racing to dig up the fabled island’s next great treasure–even, perhaps, the tomb of the King of the Gods, himself. But then a
beautiful young woman is found hanged and a golden youth drives his Bugatti over a cliff. From out of the shadows come whispers of past

loves, past jealousies, and ancient myths that sound an eerie discord with present events. Letty will need all her determination and knowledge
to unravel the secrets beneath the Villa Europa’s roof–and they will lead her into the darkest, most terrifying place of all….
The Kennedy Brothers Dec 12 2020 A thoroughly readable and historically important look at the relationship between JFK and RFK.
Zombie Fallout 2: A Plague Upon Your Family Jul 07 2020
Extreme Limit Oct 10 2020 Two lovers frozen in ice. One dangerous expedition. Holly Parmenter doesn't remember the helicopter crash that
claimed the life of her fiancé and left her in a coma. The only details she does remember from that fateful day haunt her-two mysterious bodies
sealed within the ice, dressed for dinner rather than a dangerous hike up the Canadian Rockies. No one believes Holly's story about the couple
encased deep in the icy crevasse. Instead, she's wrongly accused of murdering her fiancé for his million-dollar estate. Desperate to uncover the
truth about the bodies and to prove her innocence, Holly resolves to climb the treacherous mountain and return to the crash site. But to do that
she'll need the help of Oliver, a handsome rock-climbing specialist who has his own questions about Holly's motives. When a documentary
about an unsolved kidnapping offers clues as to the identity of the frozen bodies, it's no longer just Oliver and Holly heading to the dangerous
mountaintop . . . there's also a killer, who'll stop at nothing to keep the case cold. Will a harrowing trip to the icy crevasse bring Holly and
Oliver the answers they seek? Or will disaster strike twice, claiming all Holly has left? Extreme Limit is a thrilling, stand-alone, actionadventure romance set high in the Canadian Rockies. Download today and settle in for a long night reading. "This book opened like it was shot
out of a cannon and finished that way too, and it impressed the heck out of me. It gets 5 stars from this new Kendall Talbot fan." ????? Donna
Repsher "MS Talbot knows how to put her characters through a wringer and bring them out on the other side to a fabulous HEA and she sure
knows how to keep her readers on the edge of their seats and turning the pages, I highly recommend that you join Holly and Oliver on this
journey of strength and courage and a beautiful romance." ????? Helen Sibbritt "This one was a nail-biter for me, and it was as if I was there
with Holly, feeling her soul gain strength to pull herself out of recluse from the horrific past she endured in her life. If you've ever been
familiar with snow-topped mountains and icebergs in their crevasses you will feel this cool story to your bones! Definitely 5 stars!" ?????
Multi-mystery Fan "Fabulous heroine, riveting, mixed with engaging plot, a solid adventure mixed with romantic suspense. Those who enjoy
survivor romances should look into this book/series." ????? Sophia Rose Look for more novels by Award winning, bestselling author Kendall
Talbot: First Fate Feral Fate Final Fate Jagged Edge Extreme Limit Deadly Twist Zero Escape Lost in Kakadu Treasured Secrets Treasured
Lies Treasured Dreams Double Take
Lowcountry Bombshell Oct 02 2022 Liz Talbot thinks she's seen another ghost when she meets Calista McQueen. She's the spitting image of
Marilyn Monroe. Born precisely fifty years after the ill-fated star, Calista's life has eerily mirrored the late starlet's--and she fears the looming
anniversary of Marilyn's death will also be hers. Before Liz can open a case file, Calista's life coach is executed. Suspicious characters swarm
around Calista like mosquitoes on a sultry lowcountry evening: her certifiable mother, a fake aunt, her control-freak psychoanalyst, a private
yoga instructor, her peculiar housekeeper, and an obsessed ex-husband. Liz digs in to find a motive for murder, but she's besieged with
distractions. Her ex has marriage and babies on his mind. Her too-sexy partner engages in a campaign of repeat seduction. Mamma needs help
with Daddy's devotion to bad habits. And a gang of wild hogs is running loose on Stella Maris. With the heat index approaching triple digits,
Liz races to uncover a diabolical murder plot in time to save not only Calista's life, but also her own.
Lowcountry Boughs of Holly Apr 27 2022 It's the most wonderful time of the year, but Private Investigator Liz Talbot is struggling to feel
festive. She hasn't seen her best friend, Colleen, in weeks and fears she may never see her again in this life. Meanwhile Nate, Liz's husband
and partner, is spending money like he prints it in the attic on a mysterious family Christmas celebration. Liz's nerves are shot, and she hasn't
even decked a single hall. But there's simply no time to fret. On a morning beach run, Liz spots a wooden rowboat run aground with Santa
inside. Did Old Saint Nick have too much eggnog at the boat parade? No indeedy-Santa's been shot. And he's none other than C.C.
Bounetheau, patriarch of one of Charleston's wealthiest families. Liz and Nate already unwrapped quite a few family secrets while searching
for the Bounetheau's missing granddaughter last year-enough to make them swear to steer forever clear of the entire clan. But as Mr.
Bounetheau's body is found in Stella Maris, and Liz and Nate are the police chief's on-call detectives, they're on the case. With no shortage of
suspects, Liz and Nate dash to find a killer who may be working his or her way down a naughty list. Spend Christmas in the Lowcountry with
the Talbot family and their friends in Susan M. Boyer's latest Southern charmer, Lowcountry Boughs of Holly. Tis the season for merry
mayhem! - - - - - - - - - - - - - LOWCOUNTRY BOUGHS OF HOLLY by Susan M. Boyer - A Henery Press Mystery. If you like one, you'll
probably like them all.
The Wicked Deep Sep 28 2019 A New York Times bestseller. “A wickedly chilling debut.” —School Library Journal “Complex and sweetly
satisfying.” —Booklist “Prepare to be bewitched.” —Paula Stokes, author of Girl Against the Universe “A story about the redemptive power
of love.” —Amber Smith, New York Times bestselling author of The Way I Used to Be “Eerie and enchanting.” —Jessica Spotswood, author
of The Cahill Witch Chronicles Hocus Pocus and Practical Magic meets the Salem Witch trials in this haunting story about three sisters on a
quest for revenge—and how love may be the only thing powerful enough to stop them. Welcome to the cursed town of Sparrow… Where, two
centuries ago, three sisters were sentenced to death for witchery. Stones were tied to their ankles and they were drowned in the deep waters
surrounding the town. Now, for a brief time each summer, the sisters return, stealing the bodies of three weak-hearted girls so that they may
seek their revenge, luring boys into the harbor and pulling them under. Like many locals, seventeen-year-old Penny Talbot has accepted the
fate of the town. But this year, on the eve of the sisters’ return, a boy named Bo Carter arrives; unaware of the danger he has just stumbled
into. Mistrust and lies spread quickly through the salty, rain-soaked streets. The townspeople turn against one another. Penny and Bo suspect
each other of hiding secrets. And death comes swiftly to those who cannot resist the call of the sisters. But only Penny sees what others cannot.
And she will be forced to choose: save Bo, or save herself.
A Purely Private Matter Jun 05 2020 The Rosalind Thorne Mysteries—inspired by the novels of Jane Austen—continue as the audacious
Rosalind strives to aid those in need while navigating the halls of high society… Rosalind Thorne has slowly but assuredly gained a reputation
as “a useful woman”—by helping respectable women out of some less-than-respectable predicaments. Her latest endeavor is a tragedy waiting
to happen. Desperate Margaretta Seymore is with child—and her husband is receiving poisoned pen letters that imply that her condition is the
result of an affair with the notorious actor Fletcher Cavendish. Margaretta asks Rosalind to find out who is behind the scurrilous letters. But
before she can make any progress, Cavendish is found dead, stabbed through the heart. Suddenly, Rosalind is plunged into the middle of one
of the most sensational murder trials London has ever seen, and her client’s husband is the prime suspect. With the help of the charming Bow
Street runner Adam Harkness, she must drop the curtain on this fatal drama before any more lives are ruined.
The Last Hindu Emperor Oct 29 2019 This book traces the genealogy and historical memory of the twelfth-century ruler Prithviraj Chauhan,
remembered as the 'last Hindu Emperor of India'.
By the Light of Burning Dreams Jun 25 2019 New York Times bestselling author David Talbot and New Yorker journalist Margaret Talbot
illuminate “America’s second revolutionary generation” in this gripping history of one of the most dynamic eras of the twentieth
century—brought to life through seven defining radical moments that offer vibrant parallels and lessons for today. The political landscape of

the 1960s and 1970s was perhaps one of the most tumultuous in this country's history, shaped by the fight for civil rights, women’s liberation,
Black power, and the end to the Vietnam War. In many ways, this second American revolution was a belated fulfillment of the betrayed
promises of the first, striving to extend the full protections of the Bill of Rights to non-white, non-male, non-elite Americans excluded by the
nation’s founders. Based on exclusive interviews, original documents, and archival research, By the Light of Burning Dreams explores critical
moments in the lives of a diverse cast of iconoclastic leaders of the twentieth century radical movement: Bobby Seale of the Black Panthers;
Heather Booth and the Jane Collective, the first underground feminist abortion clinic; Vietnam War peace activists Tom Hayden and Jane
Fonda; Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta and the United Farm Workers; Craig Rodwell and the Gay Pride movement; Dennis Banks, Madonna
Thunder Hawk, Russell Means and the warriors of Wounded Knee; and John Lennon and Yoko Ono’s politics of stardom. Margaret and David
Talbot reveal the epiphanies that galvanized these modern revolutionaries and created unexpected connections and alliances between
individual movements and across race, class, and gender divides. America is still absorbing—and reacting against—the revolutionary forces of
this tumultuous period. The change these leaders enacted demanded much of American society and the human imagination. By the Light of
Burning Dreams is an immersive and compelling chronicle of seven lighting rods of change and the generation that engraved itself in
American narrative—and set the stage for those today, fighting to bend forward the arc of history. By the Light of Burning Dreams includes a
16-page black-and-white photo insert.
Between Heaven and Hell Apr 03 2020 Acclaimed writer, bestselling author, and founder of Salon magazine, David Talbot has brought us
masterful and explosive headline-breaking stories for over 25 years with books like the New York Times bestsellers Brothers, The Devil's
Chessboard, and nationally recognized Season of the Witch. Now for the first time, journalist and historian David Talbot turns inward in this
intimate journey through the life-changing year following his stroke, a year that turned his life upside down, and ultimately, saved him. • A
portrait of how a health crisis can truly shift one's perspective on life and purpose • Includes insider stories on the wild early days of Internet
journalism, tech culture, and Hollywood • Powerful storytelling of the physical, emotional, and psychological impact a stroke has had on the
author's identity Fans of My Stroke of Insight, The Devil's Chessboard and Season of the Witch will love this book. This book is perfect for: •
Fans of David Talbot • Anyone dealing with or recovering from health issues (particularly stroke or brain injury) and looking for insight and
inspiration • Gen Xers and baby boomers who understand their risk for stroke • Entrepreneurs scared of burnout
Hello Again Aug 20 2021 Evelyn Talbot, a psychiatrist at a maximum-security prison in remote Alaska, gets worried when a murder occurs
on the outside that is linked to her past and to the high school boyfriend who tortured her and left her for dead.
A Good Father Jan 01 2020 'Brilliant . . . I couldn't stop reading' Jo Spain 'Exceptional . . . Deeply chilling' Jane Casey ______________ Des
is a good husband, a good father - a good man. He encourages his wife's artistic endeavours, reads bedtime stories to his children every night,
and holds down a well-paid, if unfulfilling, job. But appearances can be deceptive. Lately, his wife seems to be forgetting that her art is for his
eyes only. And rumours at work are threatening his reputation as a devoted family man. And he can't help but feel that his kids don't seem to
need him as much as they once did. Des is afraid. Afraid of the world encroaching on his home. Afraid of past mistakes catching up on him.
So afraid of losing control over his family that he is contemplating the unthinkable. A Good Father is a dark and gripping psychological
suspense novel that will take you into the twisted mind of a man on the edge. 'This intricately made novel marks the debut of a writer from
whom, and of whom, we shall be hearing much in coming times' John Banville 'Captivating . . . Readers will come for the premise and stay for
its clever unpacking' Irish Times 'A devastating new voice in Irish fiction . . . Magnificent' Joe Duffy 'A great read, it's gripping, at times
disturbing' Miriam O'Callaghan, RTÉ Radio 1
Her Darkest Nightmare Feb 11 2021 Her Darkest Nightmare, first in an electrifying new series from New York Times bestselling author
Brenda Novak THE HUNT FOR A SERIAL KILLER Evelyn Talbot knows that a psychopath can look perfectly normal. She was only sixteen
when her own boyfriend Jasper imprisoned and tortured her—and left her for dead. Now an eminent psychiatrist who specializes in the
criminal mind, Evelyn is the force behind Hanover House, a maximum-security facility located in a small Alaskan town. Her job puts her at
odds with Sergeant Amarok, who is convinced that Hanover is a threat to his community...even as his attraction to beautiful Evelyn threatens
to tear his world apart. BEGINS WITH AN ESCAPE FROM HER PAST Then, just as the bitter Alaskan winter cuts both town and prison off
from the outside world, the mutilated body of a local woman turns up. For Amarok, this is the final proof he needs: Hanover has to go. Evelyn,
though, has reason to fear that the crime is a personal message to her—the first sign that the killer who haunts her dreams has found her again.
. .and that the life she has so carefully rebuilt will never be the same... “Brenda Novak's seamless plotting, emotional intensity, and true-to-life
characters...make her books completely satisfying.”—New York Times bestselling author Allison Brennan
Rain Aug 27 2019 From acclaimed writer/historian Mary M Talbot and graphic-novel pioneer Bryan Talbot comes Rain, a chronicle of the
growing relationship of two young women, one an environmental activist, set against the backdrop of the disastrous 2015 floods in northern
England. The wild Brontë moorlands are being criminally mismanaged as crops are being poisoned, and birds and animals are being
slaughtered. While the characters are fictional, the tragedy is shockingly real. Rain is the fourth graphic-novel collaboration between Mary M
Talbot and husband Bryan Talbot, a partnership that has produced the award winning Dotter of Her Father's Eyes, Sally Heathcote: Suffragette
(with Kate Charlesworth), and The Red Virgin and the Vision of Utopia.
Lowcountry Bordello Dec 24 2021 The Charleston streets are dressed for the holidays in sophisticated Southern style: topiaries adorned with
red ribbons, garland entwined with white lights, and poinsettias potted in gold planters. The high class bordello in a stately historic home is
certainly no exception. When Private Investigator Liz TalbotU+2019s dear friend Olivia swears she saw a dead body in the parlor of this
bordello, one Olivia accidentally co-owns, Liz promptly comes to her aid. With her wedding back home on Stella Maris less than a week
away, Liz must juggle one elderly madam, two ex and future in-laws, three ghosts in the bordello, four giddy bridesmaids, five lovely
courtesans, six suspicious patrons ... and a partridge in a pear tree as she tries to keep her bridesmaid out of jail and live to walk down the aisle.
Manners and Means Sep 08 2020 Manners and Means combines high fantasy with an old-fashioned house mystery, using a lush setting and a
tight whodunit to sweep the reader right along with young Mistral, an account manager on the grand estate of Lord Gregori, as he attempts to
catch a killer. An attack on the Lord of the manner frames Mistral¿s lover; makes him suspect his dearest friends. Not knowing whom to trust,
Mistral must find the would-be murderer before they find him, and before they uncover the secret he keeps to protect those he loves. Full from
start to finish with intrigue, suspense, and erotic encounters fraught with danger and desperation, Manners and Means leads the reader in an
intricate dance of court politics and lover¿s plots that never fails to entertain.
Remain Silent May 05 2020 An immigrant’s mysterious death sets off a chilling hunt for the truth in this gripping crime novel from the author
of Missing, Presumed “Brilliantly gripping.”—Lucy Foley, author of The Guest List “A police procedural with real imagination and heart, and
a marvelous lightness of style and wit.”—Philip Pullman, author of His Dark Materials trilogy NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN Newly married and navigating life with a preschooler as well as her adopted adolescent son, Manon
Bradshaw is happy to be working part-time in the cold cases department of the Cambridgeshire police force, a job that allows her to potter in,
coffee in hand, and log on for a spot of Internet shopping—precisely what she had in mind when she thought of work-life balance. But beneath

the surface Manon is struggling with the day-to-day realities of what she’d assumed would be domestic bliss: fights about whose turn it is to
clean the kitchen, the bewildering fatigue of having a young child while in her forties, and the fact that she is going to couples counseling
alone because her husband feels it would just be her complaining. But when Manon is on a walk with her four-year-old son in a peaceful
suburban neighborhood and discovers the body of a Lithuanian immigrant hanging from a tree with a mysterious note attached, she knows her
life is about to change. Suddenly, she is back on the job full-force, trying to solve the suicide—or is it a murder—in what may be the most
dangerous and demanding case of her life.
Lowcountry Book Club Sep 01 2022 Somebody pushed Shelby Poinsett out her second-floor library window and it wasn't her husband. At
least that's what Charleston's most prestigious law firm wants Liz Talbot to prove. Liz must run the spectrum of Southern society, from the
local homeless shelter where Shelby volunteered to the one-hundred-year-old book club where Charleston's genteel ladies are dying to join, to
bring a killer to justice.
Bright Hair About the Bone Nov 03 2022 In Burgundy, France, in 1926, a famed archaeologist dies a terrible death in a country not his
own.…Thus begins CWA Historical Dagger Award winner Barbara Cleverly’s dazzling new mystery novel. And soon aspiring archaeologist
Laetitia Talbot will find herself embroiled in a murderous conspiracy centuries in the making. Letty’s joy at snaring a place in the excavation
of an ancient church in Burgundy is dimmed by the tragedy of her godfather Daniel’s violent death. But when Letty receives a posthumous
encoded message, she begins to believe that Daniel’s death was not a random act. Her investigation into Daniel’s murder sends her on a
journey into a country’s remote history…into the orbit of a privileged French family harboring its own damning secret…into ancient Celtic
mysteries and one sacred truth kept through the ages. It is an explosive revelation that could rock modern Christianity—and force a killer out
of the shadows as a country devastated by one war lays the groundwork for another.…
The Spirit Clearing Jun 17 2021 After a horrific accident Mike wakes to find himself blind in one eye. He now sees things that others can't and
nobody will listen to him. That is until he meets Jandilyn Hollow. Will she be able to pull him out of the depths of his despair? Can love
transcend even death?
Lowcountry Boomerang Nov 10 2020 Private investigators Liz Talbot and Nate Andrews are all set to enjoy some quality time on the beach.
That's until they get the news about Darius. Darius DeAndre Baker, star of the hit TV show, Main Street USA, has had enough of the
Hollywood highlife. After ten years of visiting everyone else's hometown, he returns to his own--Stella Maris, South Carolina. But the moving
trucks have barely unloaded when Trina Lynn Causby, Darius's high school girlfriend, turns up dead, and the entire town reels as Darius is
arrested. Despite the mounting evidence against him, Liz and Nate believe Darius is innocent. They dig through a scandalously long list of
suspects, including Darius's three ex-wives--who have all arrived in Stella Maris--and his love child with Trina Lynn. But Trina Lynn led a
complicated life. She had at least one stalker and two suitors--one with a jealous wife who recently made a deliciously outrageous scene when
Trina Lynn turned up at a charity ball. As the danger mounts, Liz and Nate race to find a killer and clear Darius's name--and keep him alive. - - - - - - - - - - - - LOWCOUNTRY BOOMERANG by Susan M. Boyer - A Henery Press Mystery. If you like one, you'll probably like them all.
Nine Feet Under Jul 19 2021 Margarita and Bindi have big plans for the Fourth of July, involving borrowed bicycles, a geocaching power
trail, live podcasts, and plenty of fun. But their day quickly goes awry when they stumble upon what looks like a murder in progress. Strange
rivalries and secret alliances test Margarita's puzzle-solving skills, and Bindi suffers a rather painful setback when she comes face to face with
someone she never thought she'd see again. The overly stoic sheriff can't be in two places at once, so the girls need to figure out whodunit and
rescue the next potential victim before the explosive finale.
Lowcountry Boneyard May 29 2022 Where is Kent Heyward? The twenty-three-year-old heiress from one of Charleston's oldest families
vanished a month ago. When her father hires private investigator Liz Talbot, Liz suspects the most difficult part of her job will be convincing
the patriarch his daughter tired of his overbearing nature and left town. That's what the Charleston Police Department believes. But behind the
garden walls South of Broad, family secrets pop up like weeds in the azaleas. The neighbors recollect violent arguments between Kent and her
parents. Eccentric twin uncles and a gaggle of cousins covet the family fortune. And the lingering spirit of a Civil-War-era debutante may
know something if Colleen, Liz's dead best friend, can get her to talk. Liz juggles her case, the partner she's in love with, and the family she
adores. But the closer she gets to what has become of Kent, the closer Liz dances to her own grave.
Death by Dressage Jun 29 2022 New Hampshire State Police detective Paul Talbot returns for another spine-tingling murder mystery.
Someone is killing many of the top dressage riders on the horse show circuit. This time, though, the murders hit too close to home when his
wife Jacquie's riding instructor, Horst Wilhelm, is murdered and the body hung from the covered bridge near the Talbots' farm. Paul becomes
the prime suspect in Wilhelm's murder and is taken off the investigation just when it appears Jacquie may be the murderer's next target.
Sprinkled throughout with welcome, offbeat bits of humor, DEATH BY DRESSAGE will keep you on the edge of your saddle until the
shocking conclusion is reached. James J. Griffin is an acclaimed novelist of historical fiction, featuring stories of the famed lawmen from the
Lone Star State, the Texas Rangers. His books are always full of action, suspense, and, just when needed, Jim's off-beat sense of humor. As a
native New Englander, he knows almost every foot of his adopted home state of New Hampshire. Jim is also a life-long horseman, and horses
always play a prominent role in his novels and short stories. DEATH BY DRESSAGE is his second Paul Talbot mystery novel.
Rim of the Pit May 17 2021 Hake Talbot wrote only two mystery novels and Ramble House is proud to bring both of them back into print for
modern readers. RIM OF THE PIT is his masterpiece of an "impossible crime" that takes place in the far north where snow surrounds a group
of desperate people, one of whom is bent on murder. The mapback cover from the 1950's Dell paperback is one of the best crime maps ever
drawn and we reproduce it here for you. In addition, this book contains a short story by Talbot called "The Other Side." You will not forget
this book!
The Entertainer Jan 31 2020 Using the life and career of her father, an early Hollywood actor, New Yorker writer Margaret Talbot tells the
thrilling story of the rise of popular culture through a transfixing personal lens. The arc of Lyle Talbot’s career is in fact the story of American
entertainment. Born in 1902, Lyle left his home in small-town Nebraska in 1918 to join a traveling carnival. From there he became a
magician’s assistant, an actor in a traveling theater troupe, a romantic lead in early talkies, then an actor in major Warner Bros. pictures with
stars such as Humphrey Bogart and Carole Lombard, then an actor in cult B movies, and finally a part of the advent of television, with regular
roles on The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet and Leave It to Beaver. Ultimately, his career spanned the entire trajectory of the industry. In
her captivating, impeccably researched narrative—a charmed combination of Hollywood history, social history, and family
memoir—Margaret Talbot conjures warmth and nostalgia for those earlier eras of ’10s and ’20s small-town America, ’30s and ’40s
Hollywood. She transports us to an alluring time, simpler but also exciting, and illustrates the changing face of her father’s America, all while
telling the story of mass entertainment across the first half of the twentieth century.
A Soldier and a Gentleman Jul 27 2019 A Soldier and a Gentleman is a short story by Talbot Mundy. This is the first story to introduce
Mundi's famous protagonist Yasmini, a young Hindu woman with a strong character and a remarkable zest for adventures. After that, there
were four more stories of Yasmini's adventures, which sustained Mundi's belief in the equality of men and women.

Lowcountry Boil Jul 31 2022 "Private investigator Liz Talbot is a modern Southern belle: she blesses hearts and takes names. She carries her
Sig 9 in her Kate Spade handbag, and her golden retriever, Rhett, rides shotgun in her hybrid Escape. When her grandmother is murdered, Liz
high-tails it back to her South Carolina island home to find the killer. She's fit to be tied when her police-chief brother shuts her out of the
investigation, so she opens her own. Then her long-dead best friend pops in and things really get complicated. When more folks start turning
up dead in this small seaside town, Liz must use more than just her wits and charm to keep her family safe, chase down clues from the
hereafter, and catch a psychopath before he catches her."--Page 4 of cover.
Season of the Witch Nov 22 2021 Traces the story of San Francisco in the latter half of the twentieth century, covering topics ranging from the
civil rights movement and pop culture to the 49ers and famous crime cases.
King of the Khyber Rifles Jan 13 2021 If you're craving a classic adventure novel from times gone by, King of the Khyber Rifles will
definitely do the trick. Set in India around the time of the outbreak of World War I, the tale outlines the tensions between the restless and
defiant natives of India and the British forces, which have been weakened by the demands of fighting against the Germans. Can secret agent
Athelstan King quell the simmering conflict before it's too late?
Double Take Nov 30 2019 Longlisted for the 2016 Davitt Awards A fresh, fast–paced cocktail of a heist, a good cause and some seriously
unexpected consequences... Jackson Rich is an unlucky man – he's lost his job, his house and it looks like he's going to lose the love of his life.
To buy his terminally ill wife Candice more time, he'll try just about anything. Including robbing a bank, on the one day of the year everything
shuts down: Melbourne Cup day. To do it, Jack has to call in a promise from his old gang. It's been a long time since they were all together,
but they would do anything for him – at least that's what he's banking on. Nothing could possibly go wrong. Until a couple of kids overhear
Jack and his gang planning the robbery, that is. Even after thirty–odd years as a cop Detective Steel has never been presented with a scenario
like this, but he has to act upon the tip–off he's been given. Somewhere in Brisbane, sometime during the running of the 1992 Melbourne Cup,
a bank is going to be robbed. But to catch the thieves, Steel must let the heist happen. He's about to make the quickest bust in history. What
could go wrong?
The Anatomist's Wife Aug 08 2020 THE FIRST LADY DARBY MYSTERY “A riveting debut…an original premise, an enigmatic heroine,
and a compelling Highland setting…a book you won’t want to put down.”—New York Times bestselling author Deanna Raybourn Scotland,
1830. Following the death of her husband, Lady Darby has taken refuge at her sister’s estate, finding solace in her passion for painting. But
when her hosts throw a house party for the cream of London society, Kiera is unable to hide from the ire of those who believe her to be as
unnatural as her husband, an anatomist who used her artistic talents to suit his own macabre purposes. Kiera wants to put her past aside, but
when one of the house guests is murdered, her brother-in-law asks her to utilize her knowledge of human anatomy to aid the insufferable
Sebastian Gage—a fellow guest with some experience as an inquiry agent. While Gage is clearly more competent than she first assumed,
Kiera isn’t about to let her guard down as accusations and rumors swirl. When Kiera and Gage’s search leads them to even more gruesome
discoveries, a series of disturbing notes urges Lady Darby to give up the inquiry. But Kiera is determined to both protect her family and prove
her innocence, even as she risks becoming the next victim…
Lowcountry Bookshop Feb 23 2022 Between an epic downpour and a King Tide, those historic streets are flooded--and dangerous. A late
night tragic accident along the Lower Battery leads Liz Talbot straight to her next case. Who's the client? Well, now, therein lies the first
puzzle. When the police arrive at the scene of the accident, Poppy Oliver claims she's only trying to help. But the dent on the front of her
Subaru and the victim's injuries provoke a certain Charleston police detective's suspicious nature. A wealthy, anonymous benefactor hires Liz
and her partner Nate Andrews to prove Poppy Oliver's innocence. What exactly was Poppy Oliver up to? Is she a random good Samaritan who
happens upon the accident scene? Or perhaps this tragedy wasn't an accident. She just might be his abused wife's accomplice. Why does
everyone involved in this case have a sudden burning urge for reading material, leading them to the same charming bookshop along the
waterfront?
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